
Complex Metaprograms 
Distribution Language

Motivation 
Traits

Action Filter 60—65% Equal Reactive understand, think about, analyze, consider, wait, 
might, could, would

Proactive do it, go for it, jump in, now, get it done, don’t wait

Direction 40% either T or A Toward attain, obtain, have, get, include, achieve, benefit

Away From avoid, steer clear of, not have, get rid of, exclude, 
away from, prevent

Source/Frame 
of Reference

40% either I or E External so and so thinks, the feedback you’ll get, the 
approval you’ll get, others will notice, results will 
show you, (references)

               Internal only you can decide, you know it’s up to you, what do 
you think?, you might want to consider, here is some 
information, suggestion to think about

Reason 40% either O or P Options break the rules, opportunity, choice expanding, 
options, alternatives, possibilities

Necessity/ Procedures first, then, after… the right way, tried and true, (use 
1, 2, 3, etc.)

Decision 
Factors

Sameness same as, in common, as you always do, like before, 
unchanged, as you know, classic

65% Same w/ 
Exception

Sameness w/ 
Exception

more, better, less, same except…, evolving, progress, 
gradual improvement

20% differences Difference New, totally different, completely changed, switch, 
shift, unique, revolutionary, brand new

Sameness w/ 
Exception & 
Difference

new and better, uniquely improved, progressively 
different

Working Traits

Chunk Size Specific exactly, precisely, specifically, (lots of details in 
sequence)

60% general Global the big picture, essentially, the important thing is, in 
general, concepts

Attention/Mgt 
Direction

Self here is what’s important (criteria), let’s look at this 
(criteria)

93% other Other (mirror body language & voice tone)
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Distribution Language

Stress 
Response

Feelings happy, intense, exciting, mind-blowing, wonderful, 
amazing

70% choice Choice appropriate, makes sense, feels right

Thinking clear thinking, logical, rational, cold reality, hard 
facts, (state statistics)

Affiliation Independent do it alone, by yourself, alone, without interruption, 
total responsibility, self-control

60% proximity Management you’ll be in charge, around others, you’ll direct, lead, 
your responsibility is X, theirs is Y

Team us, we, together, all of us, team, group, share 
responsibilities, let’s do it together

Work 
Preference

People you will love the experience, people, feelings, (use 
their name)

55% thing Systems/
Things

things, systems, process, task, job, goal, 
organization, company

Rule Structure 75% My/My My/My if you were me, if I were you, what’s good for the 
goose…

My/. do what you want, it doesn’t matter what others 
think

No/My while you may be unsure of yourself, it’s clear to 
others…

My/Your different systems for different people, everyone is 
different

Convincer 
Channel

55% See See see this, it’s clear now, watch what happens

Hear let’s talk about it, here’s what was said, can I tell you 
more

Read read about it, the reports are in, you could read this

Do work with me on this, let’s do it, try it out

Convincer 
Filter

52% Number of 
Ex

Number of 
Examples

here are 3 samples, 4 to choice, twice is nice

Automatic assume, benefit of the doubt

Consistent try it, each time you use it, daily, every time, 
consistent

Period of time have it for one week, in 3 months, a whole day
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